ART IN THE LIBRARY PROGRAM
EXHIBITION APPLICATION FORM

DATE ____________________________

NAME ____________________________
(if group exhibition, name of main contact)

PHONE ____________________________ E-MAIL ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY, STATE, ZIP ____________________________

OTHER PARTICIPANTS ____________________________

EXHIBITION TITLE ____________________________

DESCRIPTION (medium, number, and approximate size of works)

PURPOSE OF EXHIBITION ___Visiting Artist ___Student/Group ___BFA/___MFA Student Show ___Class

LOCATION ___Auditorium Gallery (level 1) ___Gallery on 5 (level 5) ___Other
___Atrium Gallery (level 1) ___North Gallery (level 2)

EXHIBITION DATES Opening ____________________________ Closing ____________________________
Exact installation and take-down dates will be coordinated after approval by the Art in the Library Committee.

SPECIAL SET-UP NEEDS (pedestals, computer monitors, display cases, etc.)

Submit this form with a sample digital image of the work to be exhibited, at least 2 months in advance to:

Chris Ramsey | Art in the Library Committee | 5447 HBLL | 801.422.6731 | chris_ramsey@byu.edu

I have read and agree to comply with the “Art in the Library Exhibitions Policy & Guidelines” at
https://sites.lib.byu.edu/art/guidelines/

Signed ____________________________
**Biographical Sketch**  
Education background, exhibition experience, current activities and work  
(one paragraph; for press release and website)

**Artist Statement**  
Regarding this exhibition (one paragraph; for press release, statement in the exhibition gallery, and website)